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1 Domestic chores

Match the chores with the pictures.

clean the windows do the dishes do the ironing do the laundry

make the bed mop the floor sweep the floor vacuum the floor

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.
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2 Rooms

Match the rooms with their definitions:

1. bathroom a. the lowest level of a house

2. dining room b. the place where you keep cleaning supplies

3. kitchen c. the room where you eat

4. living room d. the room where you prepare and cook food

5. basement e. the room where you relax and watch TV

6. bedroom f. the room where you sleep

7. utility room g. the room where you take a shower

Complete the sentences.

1. The has a shower and toilet, but no bath.

2. We have two upstairs. One of them is for guests.

3. We cook in the and eat in the .

4. The kids are watching cartoons in the .

5. I have very little space in my wardrobe so I keep all my winter clothes in the .

6. You can find cleaning products in the .

3 Things in the home

Look at the things below. In which rooms would you typically find them?

a closet a cupboard a radiator curtains a mop a lamp

a carpet a mirror a washing machine a dishwasher a vacuum cleaner

Which of these things do you have in your home?

4 Talking point

Discuss any of the questions below:

1. What do you enjoy doing at home?

2. How much time do you spend at home?

3. What would your ideal home look like?

4. Describe your home.

5. Do you often have guests?

6. Do you prefer to eat at home or in restaurants? Why?

7. What do you think of working at home?
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Key

1. Domestic chores

Pre-teach the word ‘chore’. Go through the chores and check understanding. Encourage the conversation by

asking which of these chores do students do? How often?

1. do the dishes

2. clean the windows

3. do the ironing

4. vacuum the floor

5. sweep the floor

6. mop the floor

7. do the laundry

8. make the bed

2. Rooms

1. g

2. c

3. d

4. e

5. a

6. f

7. b

1. bathroom

2. bedrooms

3. kitchen; dining room

4. living room

5. basement

6. utility room

3. Things in the home

1. closet - bedroom

2. cupboard - kitchen, bedroom

3. radiator - kitchen, bedroom, living room, dining room, bathroom

4. curtains - kitchen, bedroom, living room, dining room, bathroom

5. a mop - utility room

6. a lamp - bedroom, living room

7. a carpet - kitchen, bedroom, living room, dining room

8. a mirror - bedroom, living room, bathroom

9. a washing machine - bathroom, utility room

10. a dishwasher - kitchen

11. a vacuum cleaner - utility room
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